Dripping with ribaldry, a smooth ire of candor could adjust the
frequency properly. Pouring the rib's bald dry, a sheer briar
candle would rearrange the buzz tone property. Gushing a
hairless sans water as well, a sneering friar handle (capably so)
might be convinced to be deranged with fuzz pedal rope & tree.
Flushing that chest piece fur-shaving dance hydrogen asshole, the
sneezing mire joystick (perhaps employable?) could be reckoned
with and while crazy notions go along scuzz-regal grope ability.
A whooshing thatch behest crease purr-saving chance elemental
douche, an inflamed nostril bog ahoy slick (craps enjoyably) may
recognize(d) these hazy potions paralleling creepy-dude's royal
harassment suiting. Smooshing British prime ministers begets
creature snore-pinching temperaments tampon, this burning
breathing mechanism swamp pirate's hello slide (happy shits and
all) June reconnaissance thespian mist salves next to stalker
cowboy boil here access sleuthing. Crushing the English speaker's
administrative position allowed various entities and their limited
surplus of dream-tweezers gloss or degrees measured in the
menstruation, that churning lung beacon jism mangrove bandit
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Tuesday mosh pit surf departure. Slobber old ill tables and such,
charting you-go-now scriptures in a buffet of ramen snorters &
eggings Lego absolution in beaches plied forth, so live chortling
disease manure handwritten haircut dongle accented health
autumn vocal shun (Austin chin decay) fucking lad Geary films
Laverne grouse posing, sort of, stockings bathroom Jones trousers
told in a manner so heartfelt rodent naked glider weekday metal
frenzy waves goodbye. Clobbering elderly pill fables as much,
farting eulogies, growing this minute, raptures at dinner of noodle
fiends & construction toy Christ in bitches Clyde third, sew dead
snuffing plague compost scrawled bouffant dugong manner of
speech wealth fall verbal anti-Texas jaw deterioration clucking
glad fairy videos Shirley pheasant poseur, more likely, socking
loo Alex pants scold in dandruff chest-thumpingly mouse ached
deride weakly grind frantic claps au revoir. Beating up alder sly
medication tales as mulch, flatulent sermons, getting bigger yet
miniature, the second coming for sup of poodle means and
dredged postwar facsimile savior of female dogs, cloy herd,
therefore not living sinus plaque, fertilized graffiti Dupont
manatee talking points richly descending vernal & contrary hexlasso law entropic chicken-sounds grab-fearing widows shirking
pleasant azure, gore licking, saving up for glue apex scant
chiding scalp issue vest pumping doused in sake bemoaning
frailty turn applause odes to a river. Bleats and gulps gall adore
spry dedication storied with milk, flap your vent vermin, vetting

vigor hetero mania shores, this fecund combing lore cup of yodel
teens and hedges poster copy slather of tamale clogs, alloy hurt
hither unto snot livid anus play queue impregnated spraypaint on
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